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QUIZ 
 
Answer by circling the right answer. Each right answer is worth 1 point, each wrong answer -1 point, each 
unanswered question 0 point (minimum grade 0). This sheet has two sides. The use of any game material 
(books, cards, etc.) is prohibited. 
 
Rules quiz (/10) : 
 
1. A Vanquisher tramples and moves through 3 Skorne Praetorian Karax facing him at the start of the 
movement, leaving the melee range of a 4th Praetorian Karax without moving through him. The 
warjack hits 2 Karax with trample attacks and destroys 1. How many free strikes does the Skorne 
player get? 
a) 1 c) 3 
b) 2 d) 4 
 
2.  A unit has 2 melee weapons/member and Combined Melee Attack . Can it "waterfall", ie have 
member A combine with member B, member B with member C etc. ? 
a) Only if the 2 combined weapons are identical c) Anytime 
b) Never d) Anytime except on charge attacks 
 
3.  A Kodiak (STR 12) double-handed-throws a Feral Warpwolf (STR 10), targeting Krueger the 
Stormwrath. In that case, what is the throw distance and from where is it measured ? 
a) 5 inches from the Kodiak. c) 5 inches from the Feral Warpwolf. 
b) 6 inches from the Kodiak. d) 6 inches from the Feral Warpwolf. 
 
4.  What can a warlock do with a warbeast that has frenzied that turn? 
a) Use its animus, transfer, rile. c) Use its animus. 
b) Use its animus, transfer. d) None of the above. 
 
5.  A model has a ranged weapon, 2 melee weapons and Gunfighter. How many initial attacks can it 
make at maximum? 
a) 1 c) 3 
b) 2 d) 4 
 
6.  Your opponent takes control of one of your models. Can your other models make free strikes 
against it? 
a) Yes. c) No. 
b) No, unless the special rule used states you can. d) My troops are Ghostly anyway. 
 
7. A Lancer (ARM 16 and Shield) is knocked down and has Arcane Shield (upkeep, +3 ARM) on him. 
High Exemplar Kreoss hits it with Spellbreaker (Dispel) while in its back arc. What is the ARM of the 
Lancer against the damage roll? 
a) 21 c) 18 
b) 19 d) 16 
 
8.  Greygore Boomhowler has succeeded at his Tough roll last turn, and is knocked down. At his unit's 
activation, can his unit charge ? 
a) No, because the Unit Commander is stationary at 
the beginning of the activation. 

c) Yes, after Greygore stands up, he can issue a 
charge order. 

b) No, because a knocked-down model cannot give 
orders. 

d) Yes, and he can charge himself. 

 
9.  A Cygnar player fields a unit of Gun Mages with an Officer. The unit hasn’t the ‘Jack Marshal 
ability, but the Officer has ‘Jack Marshal and controls a Defender. What happens when the Gun Mage 
Officer is destroyed? 
a) The Defender becomes inert. c) The Leader becomes the new ‘Jack Marshal, but must 

reactivate the Defender. 
b) The Defender becomes autonomous. d) The Leader becomes the new ‘Jack Marshal. 



 
10.  An Argus power attack pushes a knocked-down Carnivean. What happens if the Argus succeeds 
the STR roll? 
a) The Carnivean is pushed 1”. c) Models cannot push a larger-based model. 
b) The Carnivean is pushed 0.5" because its base is 
larger than the Argus'. 

d) Models cannot push a knocked-down model. 

 
 
Background quiz (/10) : 
 
11.  What is Corvis's nickname? 
a) The City of Walls. c) The City of Deceit. 
b) The Undercity. d) The City of Ghosts. 
 
12. In the Protectorate of Menoth, what is an Interdiction? 
a) A warrant emitted by a scrutator. c) A large armed force. 
b) One of the 7 major tenets of the cult of Menoth. d) An authorization. 
 
13.  Apart from nationality, what distinguishes the Greylord Covenant from the Fraternal Order of 
Wizardry? 
a) The Greylords must have a beard. c) Only the Fraternal Order builds cortexes. 
b) The Greylords accept women in their ranks. d) Only the Greylords include evil-aligned wizards. 
 
14.  Which one of these Cryxian characters is NOT an Iron Lich? 
a) Asphyxious. c) Mortenebra. 
b) Terminus. d) Tremulus. 
 
15.  Who built Kell Bailoch’s magic rifle Silence? 
a) Inquisitor Dexer Sirac aka Vahn Oberen. c) Commander Adept Sebastian Nemo. 
b) Inquisitor Orin Midwinter. d) Alexia Ciannor. 
 
16.  What is the most striking characteristic of Trollkin sorcerers? 
a) Their magic,far less powerful than the other races. c) Their imperviousness to alcohol. 
b) The colour of their skin. d) Their lack of a nose. 
 
17. Which warlock did Morvahna seduce to achieve her goals? 
a) Krueger the Stormwrath c) Kromac the Ravenous 
b) Baldur Stonecleaver d) Kaya the Wildborne 
 
18. In the skorne society, which caste is tasked with communicating with the ancestors?  
a) The cult of Vorkesh c) The paingivers 
b) The morthiteurges d) The extollers 
 
19. What is the most traditional weapon of the Nyss? 
a) The claymore c) The bow 
b) The warcleaver d) The elk 
 
20.  Who wrote the Monsternomicon? 
a) Saxon Orrik c) Viktor Pendrake 
b) Alten Ashley d) Arkadius 
 


